
ESSAYS ON NEGRO SPIRITUALS

Negro Spirituals Spirituals, a religious folk song of American origin, particularly associated with African-American
Protestants of the southern United States. The African-American spiritual, characterized by syncopation, polyrhythmic
structure, and the pentatonic scale of five.

One of the most impacted cities during this time was Harlem, New York City The first reason it should be
dismissed is because, that all individuals should act on their beliefs, and not what people ask them to do.
Slaves showed their contempt for those who held them in bondage by equating slavemasters to the Egyptian
Pharaoh who refused to let the Hebrew slaves go. Indeed one wonders why something vitally new has not
already been contributed by Negro folk song to modern choral and orchestral musical development. The songs
of the slave represent the sorrows of his heart; and he is relieved by them, only as an aching heart is relieved
by its tears. And if it be objected that it is too far a cry from the simple folk spiritual to the larger forms and
idioms of modern music, let us recall the folk song origins of the very tradition which is now classic in
European music. It is easier to read the lyrics of these songs to understand the feelings and thoughts of the
American slave than it is by reading any history book. Washington advocated for assimilation into American
society. Musically speaking, only the superficial resources in this direction have been touched as yet; just as
soon as the traditional conventions of four-part harmony and the oratorio style and form are broken through,
we may expect a choral development of Negro folk song that may equal or even outstrip the phenomenal
choral music of Russia With its harmonic versatility and interchangeable voice parts; Negro music is only
conventionally in the four-part style, and with its skipped measures and interpolations it is at the very least
potentially polyphonic. Of course, today is the field of gospel music. I 'm expecting that you 're discussing the
absolute starting point of the book where he says "How can it feel to be a problem These are normally of free
form. Hughes, who is an avid poet, playwright, writer, and scholar, brilliantly speaks not only to the problems
he faced, but also to his hopeful dreams of a brighter future in his works. Now Garvey was not the only one to
have established this organization, however he was the face of it. The song's first verse advised slaves that
early spring was a good time of the year to escape. That they are vulnerable of both crude and refined
secularization is no excuse. The second verse instructed runaways to keep close to the river bank and to follow
a trail of clues, left on dead trees, that were marked with a left foot and a right circle. Cone, illustrates how the
slave spirituals and the blues reflected the struggle for black survival under the harsh reality of slavery and
segregation. Africans worshipped a supreme being and many deities of a lower status. Spirituals mislead
White America of the slave era to believe that slaves were the happiest when they sang. Carter Woodson. With
this kind of separation so prevalent, both blacks and whites feared for their lives. The spirituals allowed blacks
to maintain their African identity while identity All four influential leaders wrote essays to this point of the
new Negro and their representations in art and life. It also warned the runaway of the freezing temperature of
the Ohio River Songs. Nat Turner, a slave who led a murderous revolt in , used this song to secretly announce
his furtive meetings Steal Away. Epstein, 22 The spiritual tradition is also followed in the modern by the
highly celebrated ex-Fugee Lauryn Hill in her performances. This revolutionary communication through
music inspired the Negro spirituals that led six million Blacks north to west, from to during the Great
Migration History. Very pleased with Hughes work, Nicholas Vachel Lindsay an American poet advertised his
work, which led to the first publication of his book in  Schomburg was a pioneer beyond his times. The blues
are somewhat different from in the spirituals in that they depict the secular aspect of black life during times of
oppression and the capacity to survive Artists from the South migrated during the Great migration to the north
and Midwest Industrial cities.


